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Safety

SLLIS’ utmost priority is the health and safety of its students and staff. 

Choice

We understand every family has unique needs. Our plan offers two options: In-School Learning or the SLLIS Virtual Academy.

Access

To enhance access to its programs, SLLIS is providing every student with their own learning device.

Communication

We believe that proactive, clear, accessible, transparent, two-way communication is a prerequisite for success. We commit to 
continuously seeking feedback.

Language Learning

We recognize that language learning is what sets us apart. We’re committed to ensuring continuous language learning for all 
students in grades K-8.
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Making Your Family’s Learning 
Choice
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As we launch 2020-2021, we know that some of our faculty and students will be on site while others will be working and learning 
from home. As such, we have developed two separate learning tracks for 2020-2021: The SLLIS Virtual Academy for students 
who will learn online at home, and In-School Learning for students who will be on campus at SLLIS. 

It is your family’s choice to determine which learning track you would like to pursue as we launch the 2020-2021 school year. 
You will have the option to change your learning choice each trimester. Here are the trimester dates:

● Trimester 1: August 10 - October 29 
● Trimester 2: November 2 - February 25
● Trimester 3: March 1 - May 28

You have until 5:00 pm on Friday, July 31 to provide SLLIS with your Family Learning Choice of In-School Learning or Virtual 
Academy. You may  inform SLLIS of your choice in the following ways:

1. Follow this link to provide a response: https://forms.gle/H9tUh7aWnuVvRnjz8
2. Email info@sllis.org with the subject line FAMILY LEARNING CHOICE and indicate Virtual Academy or In-School Learning.
3. Call 314-533-0975 between 9:00 am and 3:00 pm to provide your family’s choice over the phone.
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Virtual Academy Information
With the Guiding Value of Language Learning, SLLIS has prioritized language instruction for all its students, 
both In-School and Virtual. Every SLLIS learner in grades K-6 will continue to receive daily target 
language instruction for 50% of the day. For grades 7-8, students will continue to receive regularly 
scheduled target language arts instruction.

● Ensuring consistent target language instruction virtually and on-site simultaneously is challenging for 
the following reasons:
○ SLLIS has a very small staff, and has even smaller groups of highly specialized teachers who 

provide instruction in French, Spanish, and Chinese.
○ Some SLLIS teachers must work remotely for health reasons.
○ SLLIS anticipates an increase in teacher absences.

● In order to provide high-quality language instruction to all learners, all target language instruction at 
SLLIS will take place online via Google classroom.
○ This applies to all on-site and virtual learners.
○ All SLLIS students will utilize Google Classroom for all target language instruction.
○ All SLLIS students will be with their classmates and their teacher of record on Google Classroom 

for target language instruction.

SLLIS recognizes that offering flexible choices for families is absolutely essential and is offering a high-quality, standards-based, virtual 
option that will be implemented parallel to the In-School Learning experience in each SLLIS classroom. 

This option is available for any family that may require their student to learn from home.
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✔ Every SLLIS student in grades K-8 will be issued a learning 
device, whether they are learning on-site or from home.

✔ Each morning, students in grades K-6 will receive Math and 
English instruction online.

○ The SLLIS Virtual Team will administer this 
instruction online via Google Classroom.

○ The SLLIS Virtual Team will be made up of faculty 
members who are working offsite to deliver virtual 
instruction.

○ Students will be grouped by grade level for 
instruction in English subject areas.

✔ Each afternoon, students in grades K-6 will receive target 
language instruction online.

○ The teacher of record for each class will deliver 
target language instruction online via Google 
Classroom.

○ Students will be grouped by class for instruction in 
the target language.

Here are the key components of the SLLIS 
Virtual Academy for Grades K-6:
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✔ SLLIS will make every effort to adhere to the dual 
language model for virtual learning, but does 
acknowledge there may need to be adjustments based 
on staffing and scheduling.

○ For TCP, every effort will be made to provide Math 
and Chinese Language Arts instruction in 
Mandarin.

○ For TFP and TSP, every effort will be made to 
provide Science, Social Studies, and 
French/Spanish Language Arts in the target 
language.

✔ Please see pages 13-14 for a sample Virtual Academy 
Schedule.
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✔ Every SLLIS student in grades K-8 will be issued a learning 
device, whether they are learning on-site or from home.

✔ Students will receive core instruction in English online via 
Google Classroom.

✔ Students will receive Target Language Arts instruction 
online with 7th and 8th grade French, Spanish, and Chinese 
language teachers.

✔ Please see pages 13-14 for a sample Virtual Academy 
Schedule.

Here are the key components of the SLLIS 
Virtual Academy for Grades 7-8:



Google Classroom
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SLLIS understands that using a platform like Google Classroom 
requires ongoing training and support for staff and families and 
is committed to providing resources so that the community can 

continue to learn how to leverage this essential resource. 
You can find SLLIS’ Google Classroom tutorials here: 

https://www.sllis.org/o/sllis/browse/119871

Google Classroom will provide an important link between In-School Learning and the Virtual Academy so that all SLLIS students are 
progressing in their learning. This may also support a smoother transition to Emergency Online Learning, should SLLIS be required to 

close the building.

https://www.sllis.org/o/sllis/browse/119871
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In-School Learning Information
With the Guiding Value of Language Learning, SLLIS has prioritized language instruction for all its students, both In-School and 
Virtual. Every SLLIS learner in grades K-6 will continue to receive daily target language instruction for 50% of the day. For 
grades 7-8, students will continue to receive regularly scheduled target language arts instruction.

● Ensuring consistent target language instruction virtually and on-site simultaneously is challenging for the following 
reasons:
○ SLLIS has a very small staff, and has even smaller groups of highly specialized teachers who provide instruction in 

French, Spanish, and Chinese.
○ Some SLLIS teachers must work remotely for health reasons.
○ SLLIS anticipates an increase in teacher absences.

● In order to provide high-quality language instruction to all learners, all target language instruction at SLLIS will take place 
online via Google classroom.
○ This applies to all on-site and virtual learners.
○ All SLLIS students will utilize Google Classroom for all target language instruction.
○ All SLLIS students will be with their classmates and their teacher of record on Google Classroom for target language 

instruction.

○
With our spacious facility and attention to detail in operations, SLLIS is well-positioned to safely reopen its classrooms for In-School 

Learning. For detailed information regarding In-School Learning and COVID-19 procedures, please review SLLIS’ Roadmap to Reopening: 
https://5il.co/if14.
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In-School Learning Information
Here are the key components for In-School Learning for Grades K-8:

● Every SLLIS student in grades K-8 will be issued a learning device, whether they are learning on-site or from 
home.

● Given that the estimated number of on-site learners is smaller than initially anticipated, student cohorts will be 
established by grade level.
○ SLLIS’ Roadmap to Reopening states that cohorts will be established by class. 
○ Given the anticipated smaller number of on-site learners and the need for flexible supervision of groups of 

students, the cohort will become the grade level.
○ All social distancing requirements and room occupancy maximums will be enforced at all times.

● Each morning, students will report to their classrooms for in-person instruction. 
● Each afternoon, students will receive target language instruction online. 

○ Students on site and will work on their learning devices with their classroom teacher, who will also be 
online. Students will be grouped by class for online instruction in the target language.

○ For grades K-6, the teacher of record for each class will deliver target language instruction online via 
Google Classroom.

○ Students in Grades 7-8 may receive target language instruction in the morning, but it will also be online.
● Please see pages 13-14 for a sample In-School Learning schedule.
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In-School Learning Information
We have taken many steps to ensure that our building is safe for students and staff.

Here are some photos of a SLLIS kindergarten classroom that’s ready for students! For our youngest learners, we have purchased small ergonomic desks 
shown in these photos. For our learners in grades 2-8, we will use our tables with dividers. The dividers are arriving soon, so once those are in place we will 

share more photos with the community.
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SLLIS Grades K-6 Sample Schedule

Virtual Academy In-School Learning

Time* Course Instructor Student 
Grouping

Language of 
Instruction

Course Instructor Student 
Grouping

Language of 
Instruction

8:30 - 
11:30

English 
Math**

Virtual Team 
Teacher

Grade Level English English 
Math**

Classroom 
Teacher or 
Grade Level 
Partner

Class or Grade 
Level

English

11:30 
-12:30

Break Lunch and Recess

12:30 - 
2:30

Target Language 
Arts,
Science, Social 
Studies***

Classroom 
Teacher

Class Target Language Target Language 
Arts,
Science,
Social Studies

Classroom 
Teacher

Class or Grade 
Level

Target 
Language

2:30 - 
3:30

Specialist Activities/
Break

Specialist Courses
Dismissal

*Times are approximate. Actual learning time may be adjusted based on In-School scheduling requirements and grade level.
**To the extent possible, this will be adapted for Chinese Program students. Science and Social Studies may be moved to the morning block so that they can be taught in English. 
***To the extent possible, this will be adapted for Chinese Program students. Mathematics may be moved to the afternoon so it can be taught in Mandarin.
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SLLIS Grades 7-8 Sample Schedule

Virtual Academy In-School Learning

Time* Course Instructor Student 
Grouping

Language of 
Instruction

Course Instructor Student 
Grouping

Language of 
Instruction

8:30 - 
9:30

Specialist Activities/
Break

Specialist Courses

9:30 - 
10:30

English Virtual Team 
Teacher

Grade Level English English Classroom 
Teacher

Class or Grade 
Level

English

10:30 
-11:30

Target 
Language

Target Language 
Teacher

Class Target Language Target Language Target Language 
Teacher

Class or Grade 
Level

Target 
Language

11:30 
-12:30

Break Lunch and Recess

12:30 - 
3:30

Math
Science 
Social Studies

Virtual Team 
Teacher

Grade Level English Math
Science 
Social Studies

Virtual Team 
Teacher

Grade Level English

*Times are approximate. Actual learning time may be adjusted based on In-School scheduling requirements and grade level.
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For More Information

To view SLLIS’ Roadmap to Reopening, click here: 
https://5il.co/if14

To view SLLIS’ Infectious Disease Control Plan, click here: 
https://5il.co/if15

To view St. Louis City’s guidelines for school reopening, click 
here: https://5il.co/if1a

To view SLLIS’ Google Classroom support resources, click here: 
https://www.sllis.org/o/sllis/browse/119871

To complete your Family Choice Survey, click here:
https://forms.gle/H9tUh7aWnuVvRnjz8

To view all SLLIS Reopening Materials in Spanish and English, visit 
the Documents section of our website, 

and select “Roadmap to Reopening Documents.”

https://5il.co/if14
https://5il.co/if15
https://5il.co/if1a
https://www.sllis.org/o/sllis/browse/119871
https://forms.gle/H9tUh7aWnuVvRnjz8

